WRITING A FORMAL COMPLAINT TO HUMAN RESOURCES
How to Write a Letter of Complaint to Human Resources. Is your boss threatening your job if you don't "see things his
way?" Is a coworker sabotaging you or.

For example: Do you change your story? The person against whom the complaint has been made may also
seek the support of a Dignity Work Contact, a trade union representative or a colleague. For example, you may
have documents showing how much you should be paid, or a statement from someone who was in the same
situation as you but was treated differently if you have a reasonable solution to your complaint, include this in
your letter for your employer to consider. Since this has happened more than once and other people have also
complained, HR seems to be doing nothing. How long do we have to talk about the right recruitment
procedures? HR Is Betting You Won't Contact an Attorney HR investigates many complaints and trusts that
most employees will not go to the trouble or expense of contacting an attorney about their workplace concern.
Otherwise, omit that part. He just laughed. Next steps. The complaint letter can be written to the CEO of the
company, who will take action immediately upon receiving the complaint. Example: Two weeks ago Brian
entered the breakroom and started telling lewd, dirty jokes. One bullet point might mention the date that water
began leaking into the accounting department, along with the action you took to report the leak. Today the
same thing happened. Download the example here and edit as desired. The Head of Institution will explain
that an investigation into the allegations will be carried out, which will include an interview with the person
against whom the complaint has been made and any relevant witnesses, and consideration of any evidence that
may be presented. Who was in the room? If the same complaint comes from several employees, the CEOs will
be sure there is something wrong, and a solution needs to be figured out. Many employers have a process
employees must follow for filing complaints with their managers or with the human resources department. The
investigator may even have to present the case to his or her own management and vigorously defend findings
and recommended actions, plus seek consult from the Law Department. Good luck in your dealings with HR
and others. You may not know all of this information, but try to fill in what you can. Even if your company's
policy doesn't require a written statement, compose one to help you chronicle the incidents you believe are
unfair. Example: Federal and state labor and employment laws are freely accessible on government agency
websites for the U. State the Problem Begin the letter by briefly stating the problem. Document your
conversation immediately afterwards. Maybe they are abusing the system. Request a Reply End the letter by
asking that HR acknowledge receipt of your letter in writing. You may eventually need to go higher in the
organization or complain to a government agency.

